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Tunnel construction in soft soil necessitates a thorough evaluation of soil
behavior, embedment depth, ground heaves, and tunnel distortions, especially
in earthquake-prone areas. This study presents a numerical parametric
investigation of an unconventional tunnel complex formed by combining the
closely located twin tunnels. The complex is subjected to varying horizontal
ground vibrations, and the influence of lining thickness, embedment depth,
and interface conditions on seismic-induced thrusts, shear forces, bending
moments, tunnel distortions, and ground heaves is assessed. The applicability
of analytical solutions from existing literature for singular tunnels is examined
through detailed analyses of different embedment ratios. The study reveals that
increased tunnel flexural rigidity leads to higher seismic-induced bending
moments in the tunnel complex. Comparison of full-slip and no-slip interface
conditions shows that the former exhibits reduced overall tunnel distortions.
Furthermore, a comparison is made with a conventional-shaped rectangular
tunnel complex. The results indicate that the twin tunnel complex behaves
more rigidly under a constant embedment ratio and input motion amplitude. It
also results in lower ground heaves and suffers lesser induced lining forces during
seismic events, making it a superior performer in comparison. Overall, this
research provides valuable insights into the behavior of twin tunnel complexes
in soft soil under seismic conditions, showcasing their advantages over
conventional shaped tunnels in terms of tunnel distortions, ground heaves, and
overall structural response.
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1 Introduction

Tunnel construction is becoming the need of urban areas to cater to the higher traffic
demands. Underground tunnels provide the benefit of uninterrupted traffic flow in areas
where surface construction is not possible while keeping the surrounding area compact.
Many cities are now planning and constructing underground tunnels. Apart from the
singular tunnel, multiple tunnels including the twin tunnel and triplet tunnel complexes are
also under consideration now. However, tunnels require extra attention when planned in an
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earthquake-prone area. It makes them more vulnerable to excessive
settlements, thrusts, and severe damage in case of seismic activity.
The condition becomes worse when the tunnels are lying in soft soil
and when multiple tunnels lie close to each other. The literature
explains that the major earthquakes of the past like the Kobe
earthquake (Japan, 1995), the Loma Prieta earthquake
(United States, 1989), and Chi-Chi earthquake (Taiwan, 1999)
have caused severe damage to underground structures. The
damage depends on the type of soil, groundwater condition,
embedment depth of the tunnel, lining thickness of the tunnel,
amplitude, duration of the earthquake, etc.

In the past, less attention was given to the effects of an
earthquake on the tunnels, but the damages caused during major
earthquakes have caused researchers to study this aspect as well.
Many researchers are now working on the evaluation of the seismic
response of tunnels analytically (Hoeg (1968),Wang (1993), Penzien
(2000), Bobet (2003), Park et al. (2009), Bobet (2010),
experimentally (Adalier et al., 2003; Lanzano, 2009; Lanzano
et al., 2010; Bilotta et al., 2014; Ulgen, Saglam, and Ozkan, 2015),
and numerically (Hashash et al., 2010; Sandoval and Bobet, 2017;
Tsinidis, 2017; Sadiq et al., 2019; Naseem et al., 2020). Sharma and
Judd (1991) studied the effect of the type of the soil medium and the
embedment of the tunnel on seismic behavior. The study concluded
that the tunnels in soft soil are more vulnerable than those in dense
soil or rock. Similarly, shallower tunnels suffer more damage than
deeper ones. Power et al. (1998) studied the effect of earthquake
acceleration on the tunnels and found that the tunnels suffer very
little damage for the peak ground acceleration (PGA) of 0.2 g while
slight-to-heavy damage for PGA greater than 0.2 g. Penzien (2000),
Wang (1993), and Anderson (2008) studied the seismic-induced
thrusts and bending moments in tunnels and developed closed-form
solutions for rectangular and circular tunnels. Chen et al. (2012)
performed the numerical simulation of shake table tests and
reported that the most affecting parameters in the case of
mountain tunnels are embedment depth, lining thickness,
distance from the epicenter, and amplitude of the seismic
vibrations. Owen and Scholl (1981) studied the effect of PGA on
rock tunnels and concluded that a PGA less than 0.4 g results in very
slight damage. Cilingir and Madabhushi (2011c, b, a) performed
centrifuge modeling to study the dynamic and post-earthquake
behavior of rectangular and circular tunnels in sand and found
out that after some vibrations, tunnels achieve dynamic equilibrium
after which the earth pressures oscillate at a residual value around
the tunnel lining. Yang et al. (2004) performed centrifuge tests to

study the internal forces generated in the tunnel lining during the
seismic activity. Chen and Shen (2014) recorded the seismic-
induced bending moments, while Cao and Huang (2010)
installed the strain gages in centrifuge tests to study the strains
developed during the dynamic vibrations. Qiu et al. (2017) studied
the dynamic behavior and interaction of twin tunnels in loess using
centrifuge modeling to evaluate the optimum space and other tunnel
parameters. Apart from experiments, numerical modeling has also
been used to evaluate the dynamic behavior of tunnels. Tsinidis
(2017) performed a detailed numerical parametric study on
rectangular tunnels in soft soil to evaluate the forces developed
in the tunnel lining, structure–ground interaction, and dynamic
earth pressures. Chang, Travasarou, and Chacko (2008) evaluated
the liquefaction-induced uplift of immersed tunnels using both
centrifuge and numerical analyses. Azadi et al. (2010)
numerically studied the uplift and the developed pore pressures
of tunnels in liquefiable soils. Patil et al. (2018) performed the
parametric numerical study of shallow circular tunnels in soft soils
under horizontal ground shaking to evaluate tunnel forces, the effect
of vibration’s amplitude, etc. However, all the available literature
consists of studies on rectangular and circular tunnels, either
singular or in pair located in a close proximity. The seismic
behavior of the combined multiple tunnels, leading to
unconventional shapes, has not been studied.

This study evaluates the seismic performance of the twin
tunnel complex which is an unconventional shape resulting
from the combination of two closely located circular tunnels
and one of the novel tunnel shapes that have been
hypothetically proposed to carry multiple underground railway
tracks. This research is divided into different parts. In the first part,
the construction arrangement for different configurations of
closely spaced multiple tunnels has been studied in terms of the
produced ground settlements (Naseem et al., 2019). In the second
part, three closely spaced circular tunnels combined into a novel
triple tunnel complex have been parametrically estimated and
compared to the equivalent rectangular tunnel complex
(Naseem et al., 2020). This paper parametrically evaluates the
behavior of a twin tunnel complex in soft soil, numerically using
finite element (FE) software PLAXIS 2D. The study evaluates the
effect of amplitude, embedment depth, and lining thickness on
structural distortions, lateral pressures, and seismic-induced lining
forces. A comparison is also made with the equivalent
conventional-shaped rectangular tunnel complex to identify the
better performer between the two.

TABLE 1 Soil properties used in the study.

No. Soil type Saturated unit weight (kN/m3) Shear strength (kPa) Permeability (m/s) Rayleigh
coefficient

Horizontal Vertical α β (×10–3)

1 Silty clay 18.4 29.9 5.5 × 10−7 2.50 × 10−9 9.660 0.776

2 Very soft silty clay 17.5 27.4 3.5 × 10−6 1.70 × 10−8 3.893 1.926

3 Very soft clay 16.9 19.8 5.13 × 10−8 1.91 × 10−9 1.771 4.238

4 Clay 18 26.3 3.40 × 10−6 3.51 × 10−8 1.744 4.301

5 Silty clay–silty sand 18.1 30 2.13 × 10−5 2.67 × 10−6 1.706 4.397
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FIGURE 1
Soil–tunnel geometry (A). Soil layers with the embedded triple tunnel complex (B). Soil columnwith respect to the depth and type (C). Enlarged twin
tunnel complex section, also showing the truncated parts (units in “m”) (D). Shear wave velocity profile with respect to depth (E) Equivalent rectangular
tunnel complex with dimensions (units in “m”).

TABLE 2 Records of earthquake vibrations.

No. Earthquake Station Year Magnitude
(Mw)

Epicenter
distance (Km)

Peak ground
acceleration PGA (g)

Peak ground velocity
PGV (m/s)

1 Kocaeli, Turkey Arcelik 1999 7.4 17 0.218 0.177

2 Coyote,
United States

San Juan
Bautista

1979 5.7 17.2 0.124 0.176

3 Kobe, Japan 0 KJMA 1995 6.9 0.6 0.821 0.813
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2 Details of numerical modeling

2.1 Software and constitutive model

This study is carried out using the dynamic module of PLAXIS
2D which is a finite element (FE) software. It is capable of
performing analyses on various types of soil types. The
constitutive models available include hardening soil (HS),
hardening soil with small strains (HSsmall), concrete, and
Mohr–Coulomb (MC) (Brinkgreve et al., 2010). This study is
performed using the MC model. As it is an elastic-perfectly
plastic model, to be able to use it for dynamic analyses, PLAXIS
2D makes use of the modified MC model. The input parameters,

i.e., elastic modulus (E) and shear modulus (G), for the model are
calculated for each soil layer based on its shear wave velocity (Vs).
Apart from this, the variation in the moduli with respect to depth is
also taken into account.

Seismic vibrations produce cyclic stresses, developing the
hysteric loop with energy dissipation and damping. As the MC
model is incapable of capturing this phenomenon, so to cater to this,
frequency-dependent Rayleigh viscous damping parameters are
incorporated in the model. The equations are given as

α � 2ω1ω2
ω1ξ2 − ω2ξ1
ω2
1 − ω2

2

, β � 2
ω1ξ1 − ω2ξ2
ω2
1 − ω2

2

, (1)

While

FIGURE 2
Acceleration–time history and the Fourier amplitude of (A) Kocaeli earthquake (1999), (B)Coyote earthquake (1979), and (C) Kobe earthquake (1995).
(D) Comparison of the normalized spectral accelerations with the design spectrum of site class A (EC8).
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ω1 rad/s( ) � 2πf1, ω2 rad/s( ) � 2πf2, (2)
f1 Hz( ) � Vs

4h
, f2 Hz( ) � 3Vs

4h
, (3)

where α and β are the Rayleigh viscous damping coefficients, ω1,

and ω2 are the angular frequencies, h is the thickness of the soil layer,
Vs represents the shear wave velocity for the respective soil layer, f1,
and f2 are the first and second target frequencies, and ξ1 and ξ2 are
the respective damping ratios which are taken as 10% for soft soil.

2.2 Soil–tunnel model and boundary
conditions

The layered soil system is used in this study. The top layer is silty
clay which is followed by very soft silty clay and soft clay, underlain
by clay and silty clay–silty sand layers. The soil system is categorized
as soft soil type D according to Eurocode 8 (Code, 2005). The
detailed geotechnical soil parameters are tabulated in Table 1, while
the Vs profile with respect to the depth is given in Figure 1D. The
ground conditions are considered fully saturated with the
groundwater table (GWT) at the surface. The benefit of using a
layered soil profile is to include the effect of variation of Vs along the
depth as well as the different soil properties on the tunnel’s C/H
ratio. This is the same layered soil as previously used by Huo et al.
(2005), Naseem et al. (2020), and Patil et al. (2018).

The 2D plane strain numerical model with 15-noded triangular
elements is used, with the tunnel lining elements being considered
the elastic plate elements. The elastic modulus of the liner (El) is
taken as 37 GPa, while the unit weight as 25 KN/m3, and the
Poisson’s ratio (υl) as 0.2. The detailed layered soil profile along
with the tunnel geometry can be seen in Figures 1A–C. The tunnel
width (H) and embedment depth (C) are kept as variables to study
the effect of the embedment ratio (C/H) on the overall tunnel
seismic behavior. The dimensions of the model are kept at 400 ×
75 m. The boundaries of the model are so kept that they do not
interfere with the wave propagation. The free-field boundaries are
considered at the lateral ends to absorb the incident waves, while the
bottom boundary is considered to be fully reflective. The mesh size is
selected based on the Kuhlemeyer et al. (1973) equation so that the
wave does not pass one element per single time step.

Δl � λ

10
to

λ

8
, (4)

And

λ � Vs

f
, (5)

where Δl is the length of the finite elements and λ is the
wavelength, Vs is the least shear wave velocity, and f is the
frequency. The time step also plays an important role in the
overall accuracy of the results and hence is selected as

δt � t

Δt, (6)

where δt is the time step, t is the total time duration of the
seismic vibration, and Δt is the sub-step.

2.3 Input seismic motions

The major earthquakes in history are used to evaluate the seismic
performance and design the structures in earthquake-prone regions.
This study includes three earthquakes from the past. The Kocaeli
(Turkey, 1999) earthquake, the Coyote (United States, 1979), and
the Kobe (Japan, 1995) earthquake signals are applied to the
tunnel–soil system to evaluate the seismic performance. The input
motions (IMs) are scaled to the amplitude of 0.4 g for using them in this
study. The details of the earthquake records are tabulated in Table 2,
while the acceleration–time histories and Fourier amplitudes are given
in Figures 2A–C. The normalized spectral acceleration curves plotted
with the Eurocode 8 site class A can be seen in Figure 2D.

3 Validation model

This research studies an unconventional tunnel complex for
which experimental data and specific analytical solutions are not
available. To verify that the produced results by PLAXIS 2D are
acceptable, a validation study is performed. A circular tunnel of 6 m
diameter is considered in the same layered soil profile (Table 1) with
no-slip conditions at the soil–structure interface (SSI) and the Kobe

TABLE 3 Tunnel lining thicknesses and induced thrusts and bending moments.

Lining thickness (m) Flexibility ratio, F Induced force (PLAXIS 2D)

Thrust (KN/m) Moment (KN-m/m)

0.1 65.81 348.701 23.182

0.2 8.23 394.196 140.211

0.3 2.44 455.218 341.718

0.4 1.03 505.531 510.124

0.5 0.526 538.358 615.677

0.7 0.192 572.912 709.718

0.9 0.090 590.605 740.768

1.0 0.066 597.106 758.600
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earthquake with 0.4 g amplitude is applied to the model. The lining
thickness varies from 0.1 to 1 m to have a wide range of flexibility
ratios (Table 3). The obtained shear strains from the 1D soil column
analysis are converted to the pseudo-static displacements and
applied to the soil–tunnel system to compute the lining forces.
The calculated numerical values are then compared with the
analytical solutions of Wang (1993), Penzien (2000), and Bobet
(2010) tabulated in Table 4. The results can be seen in Figures 3A, B,
which are in close agreement, hence depicting that the obtained
numerical values are accurate. A similar type of a validation study
was also conducted by Patil et al. (2018) and Naseem et al. (2020).

4 Parametric study

In this research, a detailed numerical parametric study is performed to
evaluate seismic performance. The effect of variation in lining thickness,
C/H ratio, and the amplitude of the seismic vibrations are studied to
evaluate the produced ground deformations, tunnel distortions, seismic-
induced thrusts, shear forces, and bending moments. An equivalent
rectangular tunnel complex (Figure 1E) is also analyzed, and a detailed
comparison is then made to evaluate the overall performance.

4.1 Flexibility ratio

The analytical solutions to calculate the flexibility ratio (F) that are
available in the literature are for singular tunnels. To find their

applicability to the combined circular twin tunnel complex, detailed
dynamic analyses are performed by varying the tunnel lining thickness
from 0.1 to 1.5 m to calculate the ratio of distortions in free-field (FF)
and the tunnel complex. Three C/H ratios, i.e., 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, are
considered for this study. The F is obtained from the ratio of soil
deformations (obtained using PLAXIS 2D) and structural deformations
(obtained using the structural analyses program). The normalized
tunnel distortions are also calculated using the closed-form solutions
byWang (1993), Penzien (2000), and Anderson (2008), and the results
from the numerical and analytical methods are compared, which can be
seen in Figures 4A–C. From the figures, it can be noticed that there is
some minor difference between the numerically and analytically
obtained values which is because the numerical analyses are
performed taking into consideration the nonlinear behavior of soil,
while the analytical solutions are developed considering the linear elastic
behavior. The overall results are in good agreement with the analytical
solutions; hence, they can be used to calculate the normalized structural
distortions and F for the combined circular twin tunnel complex.

4.2 Variation in lining thickness

To study the variation in lining thickness, twin tunnel complexes
with different lining thicknesses varying from0.12 to 2 m are seismically
analyzed. The range is so selected that it covers both flexible and rigid
tunnels. All the other parameters, i.e., the C/H ratio, the amplitude of
the IM, and the thickness of the inner structure, are kept constant. The
thickness variation in the tunnel is represented in terms of F, and their

FIGURE 3
Comparison between numerical and analytical solutions: (A) thrust and (B) bending moment.

TABLE 4 Analytical solutions to calculate induced thrusts and moments.

Parameter Wang (1993) Penizen (2000) Bobet (2010)

Thrust (Tmax) ± 1
2K2

Esγ maxr
(1+]s ) −24ElIΔlining

D3(1−]2
l
) cos 2(π2) —

Bending moment (Mmax) ± 1
6K1

Esγ maxr2

(1+]s ) −6ElIΔlining

D2(1−]2
l
) cos 2(π2) − 12(1−]s )Gs

3(5−6]s )+F′(1−]s )γ maxr2 sin 2θ

Flexibility ratio (F) F′ � Es(1−]2l )r3
6ElI(1−]2s )

where Es and El are elastic moduli of the soil medium and tunnel lining, respectively; νs and νl are the Poisson’s ratio of the soil medium and tunnel lining, respectively; I is the moment of inertia;

K1 and K2 are constants; F is the flexibility ratio; γmax is the maximum shear strain at tunnel level; and r is the radius of the tunnel.
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relationship is represented in Figure 5A. From the figure, it can be
observed that the tunnel section of approximately 0.15 m thickness is
the critical section having F ≈ 1.

To study the tunnel distortions, both full-slip (μ = 1) and no-slip
(μ = 0) cases are considered. From Figure 5B, it can be seen that the
normalized tunnel distortions increase with the flexibility of the tunnel

FIGURE 5
(A) Lining thickness representation in terms of flexibility ratios. (B) Comparison of tunnel distortions for full-slip and no-slip interface conditions.

FIGURE 4
Validation of analytical R–F relationships for C/H ratios: (A) 0.25, (B) 0.5, and (C) 0.75.
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lining, while the same thickness of tunnel lining would undergo more
distortions in case of no-slip condition as compared to when the slip is
present in between the tunnel–soil interface. The reason is that the full
slip allows for easier movements and rotation within the soil, hence
reducing the distortions, which are in line with the results obtained by
Tsinidis (2017) and Debiasi, Gajo, and Zonta (2013).

The produced ground deformations and seismic-induced forces
(thrusts, shear forces, and bending moments) can be seen in Figures
6A–D, respectively. From the surface displacement curve, it can benoticed
that the increased thickness of the tunnel lining makes the tunnel behave
as rigid and results in lesser ground heave because the tunnel would resist

the distortions produced by seismic vibrations, resulting in lesser seismic-
induced thrusts (T) and more shear forces (Q) and bending moments
(M). As the F ≥ 1, the tunnel behaves almost like the soft soil medium;
hence, the induced T and Q get excessively large and the M is reduced to
theminimum as the capacity to resist is sufficiently reduced. These results
are similar to those obtained by Azadi et al. (2010) and Abdel-Motaal, El-
Nahhas, and Khiry (2014). Hence, to increase the tunnel resistance,
reinforcement should be increased instead of providing thicker tunnel
linings, as recommended by Hashash et al. (2001).

The induced forces in the internal connectionmembers can be seen
in Figures 7A, B. From the figures, it can be observed that the induced

FIGURE 7
Variation in seismic-induced (A) shear forces and (B) bending moments in connecting members of a combined twin tunnel complex of varying F.

FIGURE 6
Variation in (A) surface displacements and seismic-induced (B) thrusts, (C) shear force, (D) and bending moments in a combined twin tunnel
complex of varying F.
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Q and M in the tunnel lining also have an impact on the forces
generated in the internal connecting members. With a decrease in the F
of the tunnel, the tunnel lining becomes stiff and more forces are taken
up by it, resulting in lesser forces in the internalmembers, and hence the
reduced dimensions of the members. On the contrary, if the tunnel
structure is more flexible, the stability of the tunnel complex would be
relyingmore on the internal connectingmembers asmore forces will be
generated in the internal connecting members, and hence will lead to
the thicker dimensions of the internal members.

4.3 Variation in embedment depth ratio

To study the effect of variation in C/H, the lining thickness, the
amplitude of the IM, and the thickness of the inner structure are kept

FIGURE 8
Effect of variation in the embedment depth on normalized tunnel
deformations.

FIGURE 9
Comparison of (A) surface displacement troughs to the variation in amplitude (B),maximum ground displacements and seismic-inducedmaximum
(C) thrusts, (D) shear forces, and (E) bending moments with respect to the amplitude of three IMs.
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constant. Three C/H ratios, i.e., 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, are studied in this
regard that produced ground deformations, and normalized tunnel
distortions are plotted, which can be seen in Figure 8. The figure

shows that although negligible but there are lesser structural
distortions in case of the C/H ratio of 0.75 for F < 0.5. The
reason is that for F ≤ 0.5, the lining thickness is more than the

FIGURE 10
(A) Deformed complex under the seismic vibrations (50 x zoom). (B) Normalized tunnel perimeter for the circular twin and rectangular tunnel
complex. (C) Variation in residual earth pressures with respect to the amplitude along with the circular twin tunnel perimeter and comparison with the
rectangular tunnel complex.
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inner connecting members; hence, embedment depth contributes to
lesser distortions. As the lining thickness decreases than the inner
members, the overburden pressure results in the buckling and
collapse of inner structures, and thus results in more structural
distortions. This explanation is corroborated by the drastically
increasing seismic-induced M, Q, and T beyond the F of
0.5 plotted in Figures 5–7. From the obtained trendlines, it is
evident that as the C/H ratio increases, the tunnel behaves more
flexibly and undergoes increased tunnel distortions.

4.4 Variation in the amplitude of input
motion

While keeping the lining thickness, C/H ratio, and thickness of
the inner structure constant, the amplitude of input motion (IM)
is varied from 0.1 g to 0.5 g. The variation in the settlement trough
along the width, maximum produced ground displacements, and
seismic-induced lining forces with respect to the amplitude for the
three IMs is plotted in Figures 9A–E. From the figures, it can be
seen that the increased amplitude of IM results in exponentially
increased ground heaves, and also a logarithmic increase in the
seismic-induced lining forces. The obtained results show a similar

trend as those obtained by Azadi et al. (2010) and Patil et al.
(2018).

4.5 Residual earth pressures

The residual earth pressures from the dynamic analyses are also
calculated, which can be seen plotted along with the normalized
tunnel perimeter (given in Figures 10B, C) and the deformed tunnel
complex shape in Figure 10A. The figures show that the higher
amplitude vibrations result in higher uplift pressures on the tunnel
structure. This phenomenon causes the dynamic earth pressure to
decrease at the invert (0) and on the crown (0.5) due to the heaving
of soil and increase on the side walls (0.25 and 0.75) and the shoulder
parts (0.3125 and 0.6875) due to the densification and inward
movement of the surrounding soil to fill up the void with the
increase in the amplitude of the seismic vibration.

4.6 Seismic-induced lining forces

The evaluation of seismic-induced T, Q, andM is very important
to understand the distribution of forces along the tunnel lining,

FIGURE 11
Seismic-induced (A) thrusts, (B) shear forces, and (C) bending moments in the circular twin tunnel complex.
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which helps in the optimum design of the tunnel structure. To
evaluate the forces, the circular twin tunnel complex is subjected to
the selected acceleration–time histories while keeping the C/H ratio,
the thickness of the lining, and internal connection members
constant. The detailed T, Q, and M diagrams can be seen in
Figures 11A–C.

Apart from this, the variation in the induced forces along with
the tunnel perimeter is also plotted for each of the IMs, which can be
seen in Figures 12A–C. The figures show that the critical sections are
the invert (0 and 1) and the crown (0.5) which suffer the maximum

M, while the knee portions (0.125 and 0.875) are other important
sections suffering the maximum T.

4.7 Comparison with the equivalent
rectangular tunnel complex

To better understand the seismic performance of the twin tunnel
complex, it is compared with the conventional equivalent
rectangular tunnel complex (given in Figure 1E).

FIGURE 12
Variation in seismic-induced (A) thrusts, (B) shear forces, and (C) bending moments along the perimeter of the circular twin tunnel complex and
comparison with the rectangular tunnel complex.

FIGURE 13
Comparison of lining thickness with the (A) flexibility ratio. (B) Normalized tunnel distortions for circular twin and rectangular tunnel complexes.
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FIGURE 14
Comparison of (A) surface displacement troughs along the width and the produced maximum ground displacements with respect to the varying
amplitude of (B) Kobe, (C) Coyote, and (D) Kocaeli earthquakes.

FIGURE 15
Comparison of the seismic-induced (A) thrusts, (B) shear forces, and (C) bending moments with respect to the lining thickness for the circular twin
and rectangular tunnel complexes.
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4.7.1 Comparison of flexibility
The obtained F and the normalized tunnel distortions with

respect to the thickness of the tunnel lining are plotted together for
both the tunnel complexes, which can be seen in Figures 13A, B,
respectively. All the other affecting parameters, i.e., the C/H ratio,
IMs, and the thickness of the internal connecting members, are kept
constant.

From the figures, it can be observed that the critical section of
the twin tunnel complex (F = 1) has a lining thickness of
approximately 0.15–0.2 m, while the rectangular tunnel
complex has a lining thickness of approximately 0.45–0.5 m. It
means that the same lining thickness would result in a rigid
circular twin tunnel complex as well as a flexible rectangular
tunnel complex.

4.7.2 Comparison of produced ground
displacements

The variation in surface displacement trough along the section
width and maximum displacements for both the tunnel complexes
are evaluated with respect to the varying amplitude of IMs by
keeping the C/H ratio and the thickness of the internal connecting
members constant. The obtained plots can be seen in Figures
14A–D. From the figures, it can be noticed that the circular twin
tunnel complex results in lesser ground displacements than the
equivalent rectangular tunnel complex.

From the comparison, it can be noticed that the twin tunnel is
rigid between the two for the given lining thickness and produces
approximately 1.3 times lesser displacements than the rectangular
tunnel complex.

4.7.3 Comparison of residual dynamic earth
pressures

The seismic-induced residual earth pressures are compared for
both the tunnel complexes by plotting the variation along with the
tunnel perimeter, which can be seen in Figure 10C. From the
figure, it can be noticed that having the same lining thickness and
other parameters, the circular twin tunnel complex undergoes
approximately 1.15 times lesser earth pressures than the
rectangular tunnel complex.

4.7.4 Comparison of seismic-induced lining forces
The seismic-induced lining forces, i.e., T, Q, and M, are

compared in two different ways. One comparison is made in
terms of maximum induced forces with respect to the varying
tunnel lining thickness and the second in terms of the variation in
induced forces along with the tunnel perimeter which can be seen
in Figures 12A–C, 15A–C, respectively.

Figures 15A–C show that having the same C/H ratio and lining
thickness, the seismic-induced forces (T, Q, and M) in the twin
tunnel complex are lesser between the two complexes. From the
variation of seismic-induced forces along with the normalized
tunnel perimeter shown in Figures 12A–C, it can be noticed that
the rectangular tunnel suffers the maximum seismic-induced forces.
Furthermore, it can be noticed that the critical section in the circular
twin tunnel complex is the invert (0 and 1) and the knee (0.125 and
0.875) which experience the maximum forces, but in the case of the
rectangular tunnel complex, the corners and the joint sections are all
critical due to larger induced forces.

Keeping the C/H ratio, the amplitude of IM, the thickness of
tunnel lining, and the inner connecting members constant, the
Tmax in a circular twin tunnel complex is approximately
1.03 times lesser than that of the rectangular tunnel complex.
The Qmax induced in the circular twin complex is approximately
1.81 times lesser than that in the rectangular tunnel complex.
The Mmax induced in the circular twin complex is
approximately 1.64 times lesser than that of the rectangular
tunnel complex.

5 Limitations

This research is a preliminary study that evaluates and compares
the seismic behavior of a novel twin tunnel complex with an
equivalent rectangular tunnel complex in 2D. The spatial variation
in the longitudinal direction along with the feasibility and practical
problems associated with the construction of such a complex shape
are ignored while performing this study. Hence, the effect of soil
variation, presence of a fault, slope variation, etc., in the longitudinal
direction should also be studied using 3D modeling for further
evaluation of its seismic performance.

6 Summary and conclusion

Tunnels being an important lifeline structure require an in-depth
study when located in an earthquake-prone area to avoid damage
during a seismic event. Closely spaced circular twin tunnels combined
into a single circular twin tunnel complex result in a novel shape.
A detailed numerical study is thus performed on this unconventional
tunnel complex shape in the soft soil using three historic major
earthquakes to study the effect of lining thickness, embedment
depth, and variation in amplitude of seismic vibration on the overall
performance. From the obtained results, it is understood that the overall
behavior of the tunnel complex depends on both the tunnel lining and
the inner connecting members. If the lining thickness is more than the
inner structure for F ≤ 0.5, more forces are resisted by the lining than
the inner structure. The suffered structural distortions are lesser because
the surrounding soil pressure keeps the tunnel complex compact. On
the contrary, thinner lining with thicker inner connecting members
results in enormous seismic-induced forces in the inner members and
hence causes severe distortions. Apart from this, the connection joints
of the lining and the inner members are critical sections suffering
enormous forces that may result in the collapse of the whole complex
and hence need careful consideration during the design. The produced
ground heaves, residual dynamic earth pressures, seismic-induced
thrusts, shear forces, and bending moments are also compared with
those of conventional-shaped rectangular tunnel complex. Based on the
study, the following main results are concluded.

1. The increased flexural rigidity of the tunnel lining results in
reduced ground heaves while also leading to the increased
seismic-induced lining forces.

2. The full-slip interface conditions result in lesser tunnel distortions
than the no-slip interface conditions.

3. The increased C/H ratio increases the overall normalized tunnel
distortions.
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4. The increase in the amplitude of the IM results in an exponential
increase of the surface displacements while also leading to a
logarithmic increase in the lining forces.

5. The dynamic earth pressures decrease at the invert and crown due
to the ground heave and uplift phenomenon but increase at the
sides because of the inward soil movement to fill in the void area
due to heaving.

6. Keeping the C/H ratio and the amplitude of the IMs constant, the
twin tunnel complex behaves rigidly while the rectangular tunnel
complex behaves flexibly.

7. The normalized tunnel distortions in the case of a twin tunnel
complex are lesser than those in the rectangular tunnel complex.

8. The twin tunnel results in lesser ground heaves and seismic-
induced Q and M than the conventional equivalent rectangular
tunnel complex. The overall induced T is also minimum in the
case of the twin tunnel complex, which makes it a better
performer during seismic vibrations.
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